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Abstract:
TiO 2 and WO 3 are two of the most important earth-abundant electronic materials with applications in countless industries. Recently alloys of WO 3 and TiO 2 have been investigated leading to improvements of key performance indicators for a variety of applications ranging from photo-electrochemical water splitting to electrochromic smart windows. These positive reports and the complexity of the ternary W-Ti-O phase diagram motivate a comprehensive experimental screening of this phase space. Using combinatorial thermal oxidation of solid solution W 1-x Ti x precursors combined with bulk and surface analysis mapping we investigate the oxide phase formation and surface passivation of tungsten titanium oxide in the entire compositional range from pure WO 3 to TiO 2 . The system shows a remarkable structural transition from monoclinic over cubic to tetragonal symmetry with increasing Ti concentration. In addition, a strong Ti surface enrichment is observed for precursor Ti-concentrations in excess of 55 at.%, resulting in the formation of a protective rutile-structured TiO 2 surface layer. Despite the structural transitions, the optical properties of the oxide alloys remain largely unaltered demonstrating an independent control of multiple functional properties in W 1-x Ti x O n . The results from this study provide valuable guidelines for future development of W 1-x Ti x O n for electronic and energy applications, but also novel engineering approaches for surface functionalization and additive manufacturing of Ti-based alloys.
Introduction
TiO 2 and WO 3 are two of the most important earth-abundant materials for electronic and energy applications.
1,2 WO 3 is commonly used in electrochromic devices 2 and gas sensors [2] [3] [4] , whereas TiO 2 is employed across countless industries, including catalysis and energy conversion 1, [5] [6] [7] . In recent years alloys of WO 3 and TiO 2 have been investigated [8] [9] [10] leading to improvements of key performance indicators for a variety of applications. Alloying WO 3 with Ti for instance has been reported to increase both electrochromic contrast and durability in smart windows 11, 12 , whereas alloying TiO 2 with W has been shown to improve catalytic performance 13, 14 . Despite these promising results no comprehensive study of the W-Ti-O material system has been performed to date. This is likely rooted in the complexity of its phase diagram. The TiO 2 -WO 3 alloy system is both heterostructural and heterovalent,
i.e. the endmember materials exhibit different ground state structures as well as cationcoordination. At normal conditions WO 3 crystallizes in the monoclinic structure although other polymorphs, including two higher symmetry tetragonal and cubic phases, have been reported 15, 16 . The three most common (out of seven) TiO 2 polymorphs are anatase, rutile, and brookite with rutile being the experimentally observed ground state 1, 17 . In addition to this high degree of polymorphism both materials are known to form sub-stoichiometric phases, i.e. TiO 2-x and WO 3-x further increasing the number of potential phases.
The increasing demand for novel oxides with multi-property functionality however motivates the exploration of such increasingly complex material systems. Recent advances in computational materials science have played an important role in exploring previously uncharted phase space 18 . In an effort to accelerate the discovery and development of advanced materials computational data from first principles has been made available for many materials systems in online repositories, including W-Ti-O
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. Recently, high-throughput combinatorial experiments have been used for an accelerated screening of synthesis-phase-diagrams in a variety of material systems [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] . This type of phase diagram screening is typically performed using non-equilibrium physical vapor deposition (PVD) techniques 25, 26 , which often results in homogeneous alloy samples with high miscibility 27, 28 . While this is beneficial for many applications, the non-equilibrium phase diagrams derived in these studies can be strikingly different from other synthesis techniques 29 ; especially for oxidation from metal precursors where the oxide phase formation is often governed by the oxidation kinetics 30, 31 . Thermal oxidation is still one of the most relevant industrial processes to produce metal oxides, in particular in sensing and catalysis due to the ability to create complex microstructures 32 with large surface areas, which are hard to realize using PVD approaches. Despite the relevance for industrial applications, few studies combine combinatorial thermal oxidation with state of the art automated characterization [33] [34] [35] .
In this work we perform a comprehensive screening of the oxide phase formation and passivation of W 1-x Ti x precursors upon thermal oxidation. W 1-x Ti x solid solution precursors are thermally oxidized using a combinatorial synthesis approach combined with automated mapping of bulk and surface properties. In the present study a particular emphasis is put on this combination of bulk and surface characterization. Many combinatorial phase mapping efforts are limited to bulk structural and compositional mapping (e.g. X-ray diffraction (XRD) combined with X-ray fluorescence (XRF)), whereas complete data sets for bulk and surface composition provide valuable information which can inform targeted tailoring of surface properties as a function of alloying concentration and synthesis parameters 35, 36 . . W and Ti films were heated in air while continuously monitoring the oxide peak intensity to determine the temperature threshold for oxide nucleation in either material (see Figure S1 ). While W already shows nucleation of a monoclinic oxide phase at ~380 °C, Ti requires higher oxidation temperatures above 500°C to form a crystalline oxide. An upper temperature limit of 600 °C was set to minimize stressinduced cracking and delamination of the precursor layers, as well as to suppress the formation of oxygen deficient phases for the W-rich alloys 38 . The annealing time was chosen to be sufficient to fully oxidize Ti-rich precursors. The oxidation rate was found to be higher for W-rich alloys leading to longer the annealing times after complete oxidation. Considering that most synthesis routes are co-determined by thermodynamics and kinetics (e.g. the energy penalties associated with the creation of new interfaces for phase nucleation or decomposition, as well as the atomic mobility in the alloy and oxide systems under study), combinatorial phase screening should be directly performed with the synthesis route of interest to ensure an optimal transferability of the results. We chose thermal oxidation at moderate temperatures over other synthesis methods because of its relevance for industrial processes in the envisioned areas of application for this materials system (e.g. sensing, energy conversion and smart windows).
Methods

Synthesis
Characterization
The crystal structure of the precursors as well as oxide films was studied via X-ray diffraction (XRD) using a Bruker D8 diffractometer in Bragg Brentano geometry with Cu Kα radiation and a Ni-filter. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) was conducted using a Physi- . The total transmittance (T) was acquired using a UV-Vis-NIR spectrophotometer (Shimadzu UV-3600) equipped with an integrating sphere. The transmittance spectra were fitted using the NanoSCOPS OPTIFIT 40 ) was performed to determine the optical band gap. Rutherford backscattering spectroscopy (RBS) was performed at ETH Zurich on select samples using a 2 MeV He beam. RUMP simulations were used to determine the film composition. The stoichiometry of the films were normalized using W + Ti = 1 for alloyed and pure precursors. The microstructure and chemical composition of selected layers were characterized using conventional and scanning transmission electron microscopy (S/TEM) combined with energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS). The lamellas were prepared using a focused ion beam (FIB) (FEI Helios Nanolab 450s). Imaging was performed using a JEOL 2200FS microscope, operated at 200 kV, fitted with an on-axis brightfield (BF) detector and high-angle annular dark-field (HAADF) detector.
Results
Structural analysis: X-ray diffraction mapping
Thermal oxidation of the W 1-x Ti x precursor libraries (covering the entire compositional range between pure Ti and pure W) was combined with automated XRD mapping analysis to investigate the oxide phase constitution as function of the alloy composition and the oxidation temperature. Figure 3 provides an overview of the phase screening process for an oxidation temperature of 600 °C. Figure S3 ).
Microstructure analysis: (S)TEM and SAED
Due to the low crystallinity of many of the grown oxide phases, the assignment of the crystallographic phases from XRD-data alone is approximate and does not adequately capture potential impurity phases, as well as vertical in-homogeneities in the oxide films. To con-firm the results of the XRD screening and reveal possible in-homogeneities, cross-sectional scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM) analysis was performed on selected oxide samples. 
Surface analysis: Photoelectron spectroscopy mapping
XPS mapping before and after oxidation was conducted to elucidate the chemical constitutions at the alloy and oxide surfaces (note: the average XPS information depth is < 10 nm).
The measurements were performed over the entire alloying composition range for oxidation temperatures of 500 °C, 550 °C and 600 °C. A) The combinatorial phase map shows the predominant phases from X-ray diffraction measurements. A structural evolution from monoclinic to cubic to tetragonal symmetry is observed with increasing alloying concentration x. For intermediate x a decomposition region is observed which becomes more pronounce towards higher oxidation temperatures. B) Surface cation enrichment as function of synthesis route and alloying concentration. If the surface composition equals the bulk composition, the data falls on the dotted diagonal with a slope of 1. For alloying concentrations of x>0.55 the films are mostly TiO 2 terminated. Lower oxidation temperatures provide better passivation. *Ti-enrichment upon barrier anodizing from our previous work is displayed for comparison 48 . Figure 7A shows the bulk oxide phase constitution as a function of the alloy precursor composition and the oxidation temperature. For low Ti concentrations monoclinic WO 3-x forms. With increasing Ti concentration this phase transforms into a cubic W 1-x Ti x O n alloy (BCC) of higher symmetry. This is accompanied by a general decrease in crystallinity, which is in good agreement with previous reports in literature 11 . The structure of WO 3 can be best described as a network of corner-sharing WO 6 octahedra with a defect ReO 3 structure 2 . The symmetry of the cubic ReO 3 structure is reduced by two types of distortions: a displacement of W from the center of the octahedra and tilting of the WO 3 octahedra relative to one another 49 . Multiple polymorphs of lower symmetry have been reported including monoclinic, hexagonal and tetragonal phases. While the monoclinic phase is generally regarded the thermodynamic ground state for WO 3 , an ordering of the structure can be observed upon annealing at high temperature. 2 But an increase in symmetry can also be achieved by introducing static disorder to the system, either through introduction of oxygen vacancies or doping on the cation site. Depero et al. 49 explained this increase in symmetry from monoclinic to cubic by a connection of cornersharing octahedra via edgesharing. Doping the material with 4-valent Ti leads to a reduction in O-content, and can facilitate this mechanism. In addition to the cubic 11 phase both orthorombic 50 and tetragonal 51 WO 3 have been stabilized by Ti-doping.
While the grain size is generally reduced for increased Ti alloying concentrations no crystalline impurity phase is detected by XRD up to a remarkably high Ti alloying concentration of about 35 at.%. A detailed (S)TEM analysis confirms the formation of a homogeneous W 1-
x Ti x O n phase with a cubic structure at 24 at.% Ti (the measured sample is indicated in Figure  7A ). Due to a convolution of the specimen's oxygen content with the glass substrate, a quantification of the bulk oxygen content with mapping techniques is challenging. However, the composition from EDS clearly indicates the formation of an oxygen deficient defect phase, which is also confirmed by RBS analysis on samples of similar composition (see Figure S5) . These results are in very good agreement with the surface characterization from XPS ( Figure 7B ). Up to a Ti alloying content of 40 at.%, the W/Ti atomic ratio at the oxide surface mirrors the bulk composition of the alloy precursor supporting the formation of a homogenous oxide alloy in this composition range. Figures 4B and S5 ). The corresponding oxidation mechanism is outlined in Figure S7 . Strikingly, the W 1-x Ti x O n solid solution phase adopts a rutile structure, which should be highly metastable. This indicates that local formation of WO 3 and TiO 2 (as preferred by bulk thermodynamics) is kinetically hindered due to the limited atomic mobilities of W, Ti and dissolved O in the alloy (for the studied temperature range up to 600 °C) 54 . This result suggests an oxide phase evolution governed by kinetic limitations following Oswald's rule of stages 55 and once more highlights the importance of conducting synthesis phase screenings specifically for the synthesis route of interest. While the oxide constitution and surface passivation strongly depend on the alloy precur-sor composition and the oxidation conditions, the optical properties of the material surprisingly remain largely unaltered ( Figure 6 ), which is rooted in the similar refractive indices and band gaps for both WO 3 and TiO 2 . This result is particularly interesting as it demonstrates the ability to independently control multiple materials properties in tungsten titanium oxide.
Summary and conclusions
The results of this study provide a comprehensive overview of the thermal oxidation of W 1-
x Ti x alloys, facilitating future materials development and properties tuning in this phase space.
The system shows a strong preferential oxidation of Ti, which results in the formation of a A Ti-rich precursor was heated in air while continuously conducting standard XRD measurements. At temperature below 500 °C a shift of the metal precursor peak indicates oxygen dissolution. At higher temperatures of 650 °C a rutile phase is observed which increases in intensity with increasing temperature. At 800 °C the specimen starts to undergo binodal decomposition into a monoclinic tungsten-rich and a rutile Ti-rich phase.
Thermal oxidation mechanism
Figure S7: Schematic illustration of the oxidation process of a Ti-rich W 1-x Ti x alloy: The oxidation of Tirich precursors likely occurs at two reaction fronts. After initial formation of a surface TiO 2 , O is dissolved in the metal precursor. After reaching a critical O-concentration in the precursor, a mixed oxide is formed. This mixed oxide phase is subsequently depleted of Ti to increase the thickness of the thermodynamically preferred TiO 2 surface layer. Multiple separate diffusion processes can control the kinetics of the oxide phase formation. More detailed investigations are necessary to pinpoint the exact oxidation processes resulting in the observed oxide bilayer structure.
